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Abstract
The article investigates the problem of decoupling the economic growth from the level of materials consumption DMC (Domestic 
Material Consumption) and from the level of FEC (Final Energy Consumption [million tonnes of oil equivalent TOE]). The research 
on the problem of decoupling the economic growth from the level of consumption of DMC materials and from the level of FEC and 
import was carried out using panel data techniques. The analysis was carried out for selected countries, i.e. Germany, France, the 
Czech Republic and Poland in the years 2006–2015 and the data were collected from the Eurostat database. The data from 2006 were 
assumed in the analysis as the base year and subsequent years are a reference to the base year. Reducing consumption of raw materials 
and energy while maintaining a stable level of economic growth is a strategic priority of the European Union, because in this way it 
is possible to lower the costs of functioning of the future economy, but it also lowers the pressure on the natural environment. The aim 
of the article is to examine the dependencies that occur between the GDP growth rate and the growth rate of imports of goods and 
services, while reducing energy consumption and a steady increase in the consumption of materials. The study of the relationship be-
tween the above-mentioned macroeconomic indicators is based on determining whether one variable is the cause of the other variable 
in Granger's sense. The study was based on data concerning the economies of Germany, France, the Czech Republic and Poland. The 
influence of foreign trade on economic growth can take place on many levels – indirect impact using scientific and technical knowledge, 
transfer of modern technologies and finally with the help of foreign direct investment. This work will describe the mechanism of impact 
of imports on GDP, while analyzing energy and materials consumption.
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Introduction
Nature conservation, or the preservation of the natural 

capital, is an important factor in ensuring prosperity for pres-
ent and future generations. The essence of the concept of sus-
tainable development is to ensure the use of natural resources 
in such a way that society's needs can be met most effectively 
while maintaining the possibility of biological regeneration 
of the environment. This concept does not mean abandoning 
the production and consumption of goods but indicates the 
need for a number of structural and technological changes 
that will allow for the relatively smallest depreciation of 
natural capital. An effective tool for monitoring progress in 
this area can be the continuously developed material flow 
account. Studies indicate that in highly developed countries 
GDP growth is possible with a relatively smaller increase in 
material demand. This may be affected by structural chang-
es in highly developed economies (including an increase in 
the share of the services sector), as well as technological 
changes, implementation of recycling, as well as the use of 
appropriate incentives, among others in the form of envi-
ronmental taxes and fees. Undoubtedly, further research is 
needed on the factors determining the amount of material  
demand. 

The aim of the article is to examine the dependencies that 
occur between the GDP growth rate and the growth rate of im-
ports of goods and services, while reducing energy consump-
tion and a steady increase in the consumption of materials. 

The study of the relationship between the above-mentioned 
macroeconomic indicators is based on determining whether 
one variable is the cause of the other variable in Granger's 
sense [Charezma, Deadman 1997]. The study was based 
on data concerning the economies of Germany, France, the 
Czech Republic and Poland. The influence of foreign trade 
on economic growth can take place on many levels - indi-
rect impact using scientific and technical knowledge [McNeil 
2006], transfer of modern technologies [Schmieder 2013] 
and finally with the help of foreign direct investment [Makki, 
Somwaru 2013]. This work will describe the mechanism of 
impact of imports on GDP, while analyzing energy and ma-
terials consumption. The benefits of international trade are 
broadly understood relations with other countries (including 
trade relations), so these benefits should be considered com-
paring the situation of an open economy in relation to the sit-
uation of a closed economy (autarky). In the case of a closed 
economy, manufacturers only produce for the domestic mar-
ket of a country, therefore the entire production is dependent 
on domestic demand, and it is more difficult to obtain the 
benefits of the production scale. A different situation happens 
in the open economy, but these are not the only advantages 
of "openness". The article presents the method of modeling 
the decoupling phenomenon using the panel data technique. 
These models cause many problems related to the conditions 
that must be met by independent variables and the rests of 
the model. Despite all these problems, they are a good tool to 
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identify relationships between variables and that is why they 
find a wide application.

The world's economic growth has long been coupled with 
declining resource prices – until recently. In the last decade, 
the increasing affluence and size of the world's population 
appears to have reversed the trend of falling resource prices. 
An ongoing path of ever greater consumption of resources is 
meeting constraints in stable, secure availability of some re-
sources. We see unsustainable over-use of environmental re-
sources and increased price volatility in several markets. Al-
ready, many countries and businesses have responded to these 
megatrends. The European Union countries has recognised 
the essential role in economic stability and growth played by 
both mineral and environmental resources - including rare 
earth metals, water, climate, fish, biomass, fertile soils, clean 
air and ecosystem services. So as an over-arching goal – set in 
the Europe 2020 Strategy - the EU has chosen to move to an 
economic system that is efficient in the way that it uses all re-
sources. We now face choices on the pace of change and how 
to best manage transition. Good policy offers short and long 
term economic, social and environmental benefits from effi-
ciency gains. Global demand for resources is increasing, driv-
en by population growth and improving standards of living. 
In the 20th Century, the world experienced a 4 fold growth 
in population and a 23 fold increase in economic output. We 
increased our fossil fuel use by 12 times, our fishing catches 
by 35, and our water use by 9. globally, extraction of mate-
rial resources grew by a factor of 8, ores and minerals by 23 
times. Materials are now harvested at a rate of 47–59 billion 
metric tonnes a year. This result is the unsustainable deple-
tion of environmental resources (fish, timber, water, fertile 
soils, clean air, biomass, biodiversity) and the environmental 
systems of which they form part. Some resources are already 
beyond their global sustainable limits or tipping points [EU 
Commission 2011].

Increases in economic activity have long been associated 
with growing resource and energy consumption. To allow for 
a continued improvement of living standards and quality of 
life without sacrificing the natural resource base they depend 
on, the EU strives to become a resource-efficient, green, and 
competitive low carbon economy. Focus has therefore shifted 
to improving the efficiency of resource and energy use by re-
structuring economies towards producing more from the same 

resource and energy input. This is of particular relevance in 
view of a growing population and rising per/capita wealth, 
which may result in more overall resource consumption, de-
spite an increase in resource efficiency. Such decoupling of 
economic growth from the consumption of natural resources 
should also go along with minimising harmful impacts on hu-
man health and the environment [SD Report 2018].

Resource productivity indicator is  estimated by GDP/
DMC (euro/tonne), energy productivity (GDP per unit of 
GIC). Resource productivity and energy productivity direct-
ly monitor how much output (in terms of GDP) an economy 
produces per unit of used materials or energy. Over the past 
15 years, the EU has increased its resource productivity by 
32.9% (referring to the period 2002 to 2017), reaching EUR 
2.04 per kg in 2017, and its energy productivity by 29.2% 
(2001 to 2016), reaching EUR 8.4 per kgoe in 2016. These 
trends can be attributed to the growth of the EU economy, 
alongside reductions in domestic material consumption 
(DMC) and gross inland energy consumption (GIC). The EU 
economy grew (in terms of GDP) by 21.2% and by 22.4% 
over the periods 2001 to 2016 and 2002 to 2017, respectively 
( 4 ). Over the same time spans, GIC fell by 7.2% (from 2001 
to 2016) ( 5 ) and DMC fell by 7.8% (from 2002 to 2017). 
The consumed materials can be classified into two types: 
renewable materials, such as biomass, and non-renewable 
materials, such as fossil fuels, metals and non-metallic min-
erals. Non-metallic minerals (for example, marble, granite, 
sand, salt) is the largest category of minerals, with a share 
of 47.7% in total DMC in 2017. They are mainly used for 
building infrastructure such as roads, homes, schools and 
hospitals, and for producing many industrial and consumer 
products such as cars, computers, medicines and household 
appliances. Biomass is the second largest category (24.9% in 
2017), followed by fossil energy materials/carriers (22.3%) 
and metal ores (4.9%) ( 10). Consumption of non-metallic 
minerals decreased by 8.4% over the long-term period (2002 
to 2017), but has increased by 4.6% in the short-term period 
since 2012. In contrast, consumption of fossil energy materi-
als (including coal, natural gas and oil) has fallen both in the 
long- and short term periods, with an especially noteworthy 
18.5% decrease between 2002 and 2017. This decline might 
have been driven in part by a decrease in overall economic 
activity from 2008 onwards due to the economic crisis, but 

Fig. 1. EU-28 resource productivity in comparison to GDP and DMC, 2000–2017. 
Source: https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-explained/index.php/Resource_productivity_statistics

Rys. 1. Wydajność zasobów w UE-28 w porównaniu do PKB i DMC, 2000–2017.  
Źródło: https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-explained/index.php/Resource_productivity_statistics
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also by a long-term trend of increased use of energy from 
renewable sources, as well as the improved overall energy 
efficiency of the EU economies. The consumption of biomass 
has increased by 3.2% in the short term (since 2012), while it 
has remained nearly unchanged in the long term (since 2002). 
Only the consumption of metal ores increased significantly 
in both the short and the long term, by 25.5% and 17.0%, 
respectively [SD Report 2018].

The EU members are considerably diversified with regard 
to the levels of economic development, advanced technolo-
gies, economic innovativeness and accessibility to natural 
resources deposits, including energy resources, which caus-
es a situation when actions for sustainable development and 
environment protection are on mixed levels [Kijewska and 
Bluszcz 2016; Bluszcz 2016; 2017].

Using energy more efficiently and increasing the share of 
renewables allows for further growth while reducing envi-
ronmental impacts, dependencies and costs linked to energy 
supply and use. Therefore the EU seeks to boost its energy 
efficiency by 20% and to increase its share of renewable en-
ergy to 20% of energy consumption by 2020. This indicator 
has some shortcomings: for example it measures resources 
by weight, whilst the economic value, scarcity and environ-
mental impact of some natural resources is only not strongly 
correlated to their weight. It also takes a national production 
perspective, which implies that it is insensitive to changes in 
environmental pressures that occur outside the national bor-
ders. In addition, Resource Efficiency covers many different 
uses of different resources with different economic and en-
vironmental impacts. In order to measure progress with re-
gards to the energy efficiency target, it has been translated 
into absolute target values for primary energy consumption 
(1 483 Mtoe) and final energy consumption (1 086 Mtoe) for 
2020. In 2016, 1 542.7 Mtoe of primary and 1 107.7 Mtoe 
of final energy were consumed. Overall, the consumption of 
primary and final energy fell in the long term (between 2001 
and 2016) by 7.0% and 4.2%, respectively. In the short term 
(since 2011), the decrease has been lower for both primary 
and final energy consumption. As primary and final energy 
consumption have been rising again since 2014, the 2020. En-
ergy-efficiency targets, particularly for final energy consump-
tion, may be beyond reach. In contrast, the share of renewable 
energy in energy consumption shows a clearly favourable 
trend. The EU steadily increased its share, from 8.5% in 2004 
to 17.0% in 2016, and is well on track to meet its 2020 target 
[SD Report 2018]. 

In Poland dominant role in the energy sector is played 
by hard coal and lignite thats why the share of renewable 
sources energy in electrical energy production in Poland still 
remains on a relatively lower level compared to the EU av-
erage, which amounted to 15.5% in 2007. [Jonek-Kowalska 
I. 2017; Stecuła and Brodny 2017; Palka and Brodny 2017; 
Kowal and Kustra 2016; Bąk and Sukiennik 2017].

Decoupling is an essential component of the path to sus-
tainable consumption and production. Decoupling can be 
relative or absolute: relative decoupling is where an envi-
ronmental pressure is still growing but at a slower rate than 
economic output (or in the consumption perspective: expen-
diture). Absolute decoupling occurs if environmental pres-
sures are decreasing despite economic growth. Decoupling 

in consumption-activated pressures to be broken down into 
two factors. These are: - shifts in the national consumption 
mix; - improvements in eco-efficiency within product group 
production chains. The first of these — changes in the con-
sumption mix — is concerned with changes in the types of 
products consumed domestically (i.e. by government, house-
holds and gross capital formation). When consumption ex-
penditure shifts from pressure-intensive product groups to 
less intensive product groups this has a positive decoupling 
effect. The second factor contributing to decoupling is con-
cerned with improvements within production chains i.e. re-
ductions in pressure intensity along the production chains of 
a given product group. This second development would lead 
to decoupling even where the actual types of products being 
consumed remained the same over time [EEA Report 2011].

Methodology and Data
Research on the problem of the decoupling of economic 

growth from the level of consumption of DMC  materials and 
from the level of FEC and import was carried out using panel 
data techniques. The analysis was carried out for selected EU 
countries - Germany, France, Czech Republic and Poland. 

In principle, it is possible to estimate time series for each 
case or cross-sectional regressions for each time unit by using 
the expressions (1) and (2) correspondingly [Gil-Garcí et al. 
2013]:

yit = xit β + vit    (1)

yit = xit β + uit + εit   (2)

where:
yit – explained variable,
xit – explanatory variable (vector of variables),
β – vector with the N dimension of the structural parameters 
of the model
vit – random error,
uit – individual effect,
εit – pure random error,

where (1) is a model with fixed effects, while 2 is a model 
with random effects. The importance of panel models is em-
phasized by articles [Griliches et al. 2007]. Wide range of 
panel models for econometric analysis is also presented by 
other articles [Baltag 2003]. They undoubtedly apply in the 
analysis of economic phenomena.

Results
The aim of the article is to examine the dependencies that 

occur between the GDP growth rate and the growth rate of im-
ports of goods and services, while reducing energy consump-
tion and a steady increase in the consumption of materials. 
The study of the relationship between the above-mentioned 
macroeconomic indicators is based on determining whether 
one variable is the cause of the other variable in Granger's 
sense [Charezma, Deadman 1997]. The study was based 
on data concerning the economies of Germany, France, the 
Czech Republic and Poland. The influence of foreign trade on 
economic growth can take place on many levels – indirect im-
pact using scientific and technical knowledge [McNeil 2006], 
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transfer of modern technologies [Schmieder 2013] and finally 
with the help of foreign direct investment [Makki, Somwa-
ru 2013]. This work will describe the mechanism of impact 
of imports on GDP, while analyzing energy and materials 
consumption. The benefits of international trade are broad-
ly understood relations with other countries (including trade 
relations), so these benefits should be considered comparing 
the situation of an open economy in relation to the situation 
of a closed economy (autarky). In the case of a closed econ-
omy, manufacturers only produce for the domestic market 
of a country, therefore the entire production is dependent on 
domestic demand, and it is more difficult to obtain the ben-
efits of the production scale. A different situation happens in 
the open economy, but these are not the only advantages of 
"openness".

Analyzes were carried out on panel data techniques 
and panel models were constructed with a generalized least 
squares method, a panel model with fixed effects. The sta-
tistics such as R2, standard error of residuals and sum of re-
sidual squares, statistics F were used to verify the models. 
The Gross Domestic Product was used as the explanatory 
variable, the explanatory variables were: FEC, DMC, import.

Table 1–4 contains the numbers characterizing the results 
of panel estimation using the least squares method. 

Four countries were selected for the analysis: Germany, 
France, and the Czech Republic, which is economically close 
to Poland. The analysis for Poland shows that the phenome-
non of decoupling economic growth from the level of mate-
rials consumption DMC and from the level of FEC is hardly 
visible (the so-called apparent decoupling). A further increase 
in energy consumption is observed with a reduction in mate-
rial consumption and a significant share of imports. The rela-
tionship is like the Czech Republic. However, for France and 
Germany, the separation phenomenon is visible, there is both 
a reduction in energy consumption and materials, but with an 
increase in imports. Statistical analysis of the separation phe-
nomenon using the panel data technique proves that there is an 
increase in gross domestic product, with a decrease in the use 
of materials, and the reduction in energy only occurs in highly 
developed countries. GDP growth is positively correlated with 
imports, which proves that the analyzed economies are open. 
An additional aspect that is included in the analysis is the level 
of imports to EU countries, which indicates a steady upward 
trend, which can be a justification for the declining trend in 
Germany and France in terms of consumption of materials and 
energy. Reducing consumption of raw materials and energy 
while maintaining a stable level of economic growth is a stra-
tegic priority of the European Union, because in this way it is 

Tab. 1. Fixed Effects Model – France. Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1. Source: own study

Tab. 2. Fixed Effects Model – Germany. Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1. Source: own study

Tab. 3. Fixed Effects Model – Poland. Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1. Source: own study

Tab. 1. Model  efektów stałych – Francja

Tab. 2. Model z efektami stałymi – Niemcy 

Tab. 3. Model z efektami stałymi – Polska
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possible to reduce the operating costs of the economy in the 
future, but also to reduce the pressure on all components of the 
environment.

Discussion and Conclusions
The article presents the method of modeling the decou-

pling phenomenon using the panel data technique. These 
models cause many problems related to the conditions that 
must be met by independent variables and the rests of the 
model. Despite all these problems, they are a good tool to 
identify relationships between variables and that is why they 
find a wide application.

The article shows the causality of the growth of gross 
domestic product. For this purpose, energy consumption, 
material consumption and import were used as variables ex-
plaining. It was shown in this way that international cooper-
ation has a significant influence on the implementation of the 
principles of sustainable development. Imports are positively 
correlated with the increase in gross domestic product for all 
analyzed economies, and this proves that the reduction in the 
consumption of raw materials and energy is apparent.
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Badanie zależności poziomu wzrostu gospodarczego od zużycia materiałów i energii w wybranych  
państwach Unii Europejskiej

W artykule podjęto badania nad problemem zjawiska rozdzielenia wzrostu gospodarczego od poziomu zużycia materiałów i energii 
przy wykorzystaniu analizy panelowej. Analiza została przeprowadzona dla wybranych państw Unii Europejskiej tj. Niemiec, Francji 
Czech oraz Polski w latach 2006–2015, dane pobrano z bazy Eurostat. Dane z roku 2006 zostały w analizie założone jako rok bazowy, 
lata następne stanowią odniesienie do roku bazowego. Ograniczenie zużycia surowców i energii przy zachowaniu stabilnego poziomu 
wzrostu gospodarczego stanowi priorytet strategiczny Unii Europejskiej, gdyż w ten sposób możliwe jest zmniejszenie kosztów funkc-
jonowania gospodarki w przyszłości, ale również skutkuje zmniejszeniem presji na środowisko naturalne. 
Celem artykułu jest zbadanie zależności, jakie zachodzą między stopą wzrostu PKB a  stopą wzrostu importu dóbr i usług, przy 
jednoczesnym zmniejszeniu zużycia energii i stabilnym wzroście zużycia materiałów. Badanie zależności pomiędzy wyżej wymie-
nionymi wskaźnikami makroekonomicznymi opierać się ma na ustaleniu, czy jedna zmienna jest przyczyną drugiej zmiennej w ro-
zumieniu Grangera. Badanie zostało oparte na danych dotyczących gospodarek Niemiec, Francji, Czech i Polski. Wpływ handlu 
zagranicznego na wzrost gospodarczy może odbywać się na wielu płaszczyznach  – oddziaływanie pośrednie za pomocą wiedzy nau-
kowo-technicznej, przenoszenia nowoczesnych technologii czy wreszcie za pomocą  bezpośrednich  inwestycji  zagranicznych. W pracy 
opisano mechanizm wpływu importu na PKB, analizując zużycie energii i materiałów.
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